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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

INVESTIGATION OF COAL BURST POTENTIAL USING NUMERICAL
MODELING AND ROCK BURST INDICES
Coal bursts are typically defined as a rapid failure of coal or surrounding rock
producing a violent release of energy and ejection of rock particles. This phenomenon is
extremely complex and dynamic, and this has made it very difficult to predict. In the last
decades, different researchers have aimed to understand the sources and mechanisms of
failure of coal bursts. Various indices have been developed to assess the burst potential
such as the Burst Potential Index (BPI), Energy Storage Rate, and the Strain Energy
Density. Lately, numerical modeling has also been used as a tool to examine the rock
deformation process and stress distribution at specific mining stages to forecast the burst
potential. The present work presents a coupled methodology using numerical modeling and
rock burst indices to estimate the burst potential of two coal pillars in a longwall gateroad
system. The analysis was conducted using elastic and elastoplastic constitutive models.
Results showed that the burst potential index increases when the pillars store sufficient
elastic strain energy unless mitigation measures are taken to reduce the strain build-up.
KEYWORDS: Coal Bursts, Rock Bursts, Burst Potential Index, Numerical Modeling.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Coal bursts are defined as a rapid failure of the coal or surrounding rock mass that produces
a violent release of elastic energy and ejection of rock particles. It is considered a
substantial hazard in underground coal mining as it can cause serious damage to the
equipment, facilities and may result in fatalities (Zhang et al., 2016).
Coal bursts have been a serious problem worldwide. More than 1,200 cases have been
reported since 1872 in different countries such as the United States, Germany, Czech
Republic, Russia, China, and India. These events resulted in more than 1,000 fatalities
(Sabapathy et al., 2019). Most of the countries suffered from this phenomenon in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. However, coal bursts still pose a significant risk to
deep-mining coal operations.
This phenomenon is extremely complex and dynamic, and this has made it very difficult
to predict. Despite the fact that different researchers have developed different
methodologies in an effort to explain the mechanisms of failure, coal bursts are still not
very well understood.
Some problems in geomechanics can be solved using an analytical approach. However,
this methodology is often very limited to a few problems with some specific assumptions.
For example, there are analytical solutions for the excavation of a circular tunnel in a
homogeneous rock mass under a hydrostatic field stress condition. Nevertheless, this
solution is rarely applicable to practical tunneling problems (Manouchehrian, 2016).
As coal bursts are considered nonlinear dynamic problems, numerical modeling provides
a tool to analyze the process of rock deformation and capture the change of different
variables at a specific mining stage. This can be done by eliminating assumptions imposed
by analytical approaches.
Some researchers have used elastic constitutive models in numerical simulations for coal
and overburden properties. This type of analysis simplifies the problem and can be used as
a first-order approximation to estimate the burst potential. However, this approach ignores
the post-failure behavior, and consequently overestimates the energy calculations and the
burst potential. Therefore, realistic numerical models should consider post-failure behavior
due to the critical influence that it has in the structural assessment and performance of the
pillars.
This thesis presents a coupled methodology that combines analytical methods (rock burst
indices) with numerical modeling to estimate the burst potential of two different coal pillars
in a longwall gateroad system. This case study corresponds to an actual coal burst event
that occurred at a deep longwall mine in the eastern US. The analysis was performed using
elastic and elasto-plastic constitutive models and the pre-failure and post-failure behaviors
where modelled.
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This thesis is structured in six chapters. A brief summary of the chapters is provided below:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Chapter 1 presents the background, the problem statement, and the scope of the work.
Chapter 2 summarizes the literature review of the mechanisms of failure and causes of
coal bursts. Additionally, it provides an overview of different approaches to estimate
the burst potential.
Chapter 3 presents the overall methodology of the work.
Chapter 4 presents the case study description, numerical model development, and the
results.
Chapter 5 presents a discussion of the burst potential results obtained with the elastic
and elasto-plastic models.
Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and recommendations of this work.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Coal Bursts

Coal bursts are typically characterized by the sudden and violent failure of coal and rock
that ejects large amount of broken material into the underground excavations. This
phenomenon is usually accompanied by an audible signal or ground vibration due to the
intact rock failure. Bursts are a significant hazard in underground mining operations for
workers and equipment because they can occur without warning (Mark, 2014).
Coal bursts have been classified into two types according to the nature of their occurrence.
“Pressure bursts” occur when a coal pillar is statically stressed past the rock’s strength.
These can occur during pillar retreatment or while the shearer is cutting the tailgate corner
of the face. Conversely, a “Shock Burst” may occur due to dynamic loading of the coal
through dramatic stress redistributions in the roof or dynamic failure of the competent
overlying strata transmitting a shock wave to the coal pillar (Haramy and McDonnell,
1988).
Historically, the terms coal bursts and coal bumps have been indistinctively used in the
literature and underground operations. However, recently, several researchers have defined
clear differences between them. Coal bumps are characterized as a sudden release of energy
within the coal or surrounding rock, generating a loud noise or ground vibration due to the
rock failure or displacement along a geological discontinuity. Conversely, coal bursts
usually involve rapid and violent failures of the rock mass that eject fragmented material
into the face or entry areas. Therefore, the main difference between them is the ejection of
broken material which is a significant hazard for the safety of the operation (Seedsman,
2018).
2.2

Coal Bursts in the US

Coal burst have been well documented and analyzed by Iannachione and Zelanko (1995).
They developed a database of 172 bursts that occurred between 1936 and 1993 as part of
their work for the US Bureau of Mines. These cases resulted in a total of 87 fatalities and
163 injuries. The previous numbers reflect the available mining technology at the time,
triggering a higher accident rate. Over this period, 61 percent of the bursts occurred during
pillar retreatment, 25 percent during longwall mining operations, and 14 percent during
mine development (Mark, 2014).
Iannachione and Zelanko further pointed out that approximately 65 percent of the cases
occurred in the Central Appalachian coalfields of West Virginia, Virginia, and Kentucky.
The rest occurred in Utah and Colorado. During this period, all bursts occurred at depths
greater than 400 m (1200 ft) at more than 50 mines (Mark, 2014).
Recently, Mark, (2018) developed a database of coal bursts that occurred between 1983
and 2017. Over this period, 283 cases were reported to Mine Safety and Health
3

Administration (MSHA). Seven of these cases resulted in a total of nine fatalities: two
during longwall mining, and seven during five pillar recovery operations.
Figure 1 shows the coal bursts reported to MSHA every year during development and
production between 1983 and 2017. The long-term declining trend in the number of coal
bursts over the last 30 years is significant. During the 1980s, approximately 14 bursts were
reported every year. In recent years, the cases have dropped to less than three (Mark, 2018).
This improvement can be explained by changes in mining methods. Pillar recovery
methods have been extensively replaced by longwall mining in the Western US. Likewise,
mining operations have been significantly reduced in the burst prone Pocahontas coalfields
of Virginia and West Virginia. Additionally, longwall mining operations work at greater
depths than 30 years ago, significantly replacing pillar recovery operations (Mark, 2014).

Figure 1. Coal bursts reported to MSHA (Mark, 2018)
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the coal bursts with respect to the location in the mine.
42 percent of the cases were on the longwall face. 20 percent of the burst occurred during
development, and 18 percent during retreatment mining operations. All of these locations
are highly stressed and depending on specific circumstances can release the accumulated
strain energy at once.

Figure 2. Coal bursts reported to MSHA by location (Mark, 2018)
4

Figure 3 shows the regional trend by state. Utah has accounted for the largest number of
coal bursts, followed by Colorado and Kentucky.

Figure 3. Coal bursts reported to MSHA by State (Mark, 2014)
Figure 4 shows the regional trend by state and location. In Colorado the majority of the
coal bursts (30 percent) occurred during development. Conversely, in Utah almost 60
percent of the cases occurred on the longwall face. Likewise, retreatment mining operations
accounted for approximately 30% of the cases in the Eastern US.

Figure 4. Coal bursts reported to MSHA by location and regional trend (Mark, 2018)
2.3

Failure Mechanisms and Failure Causes

According to Vardar et al. (2018) four conditions must be satisfied for a coal burst to occur:
5

•
•
•
•

The stress level should be sufficient to cause failure of the coal or surrounding rock.
This is usually a consequence of the overburden depth and mining design.
An unstable equilibrium state should exist. For example, a bedding plane where the
friction coefficient can suddenly drop from a static to dynamic value.
A change in the loading system must occur. This is typically a consequence of reduction
of confining stresses or a change in the system strength.
Sufficient energy must be available in the system to be released at once. The
geomechanical properties of the rock play a big role in this condition.

Haramy and McDonnell (1988) studied the mechanisms and contributing factors of coal
bursts. Figure 5 shows the main factors contributing to coal bursts.

Figure 5. Factors affecting coal bursts (based on Haramy and McDonnell, 1988)
2.3.1

Depth

Coal bursts likelihood and frequency generally increase with depth. This can be attributed
to an increase in the vertical stresses due to the overlying strata. Coal bursts have been
reported in mines working at depths greater than 1,000 ft. (305 m). In general, they start
becoming a severe problem after 3,000 ft. (915 m), However, there are some cases where
mines have operated at a depth of 5,000 ft. (1524 m) without experiencing this
phenomenon. This clearly demonstrates that there are other factors that play a big role in
bursts, and will be discussed later (Haramy and McDonnell, 1988).
2.3.2

Strain Energy

Coal has the ability to store large amounts of elastic strain energy before failing. Before
mining, the coal and surrounding rock are in equilibrium. After entry development, the
6

rock mass is disturbed and starts redistributing the stresses around the excavations.
Depending on the coal and surrounding rock mechanical properties, confinement and
stresses, the rock mass can store more elastic strain energy and may release it at once in
case of unstable equilibrium (Haramy and McDonnell, 1988).
2.3.3

Geologic Characteristics

In general coal bursts depend on the specific mine location and the interaction between
geological features. Typically, steep terrain and dipping seams affect the rock burst
potential. This is due to the rapid fluctuation in overburden stresses (Haramy and
McDonnell, 1988).
Competent and massive strata in the roof and floor such as sandstone or siltstone are
considered a significant contributor to coal bursts. Thicker units are more likely to be
associated with bursts. Generally, geologic units characterized by strengths of at least 70
MPa and minimal discontinuities pose a greater risk for bursts (Mark and Gauna, 2016).
Faults or fracture zones play a big role in coal bursts, as well. The rock mass can release
seismic energy when mining encounters highly stressed fault areas. Likewise, fractures or
faults can divide the overburden, triggering an unexpected and heterogeneous
concentration of overburden load.
2.3.4

Mine Design

Poor mine planning or design can increase the likelihood of bursts. Historically,
approximately 80 percent of coal bursts haven been reported during retreat mining, and 20
percent during development. This is due to the accumulation of abutment stresses on the
pillar line and longwall face. Pillar recovery is more burst prone than longwall mining
(Mark and Gauna, 2016). There are some operational techniques that have been used to
mitigate this phenomenon:
•
•

Narrow lift mining: consists of reducing the continuous miner cutting head width to
one-half, to allow the remaining pillar to distribute the loads and yield.
Pillar recovery should avoid mining directly into the pillar core and start from the
most inby portion.

Multiple seam mining can also be an important contributor to coal bursts. Mining above or
below mine workings can increase the abutment stresses due to the interaction between
these zones. Multiple seam mining should not super impose abutment loads on adjacent
mine workings (Haramy and McDonnell, 1988).
2.3.5

Physical Properties

Coal composition is not the controlling factor in burst potential evaluations. Most coals can
fail violently if they are highly stressed, and confinement is released rapidly. Likewise,
different researchers have concluded that the existence of competent massive strata
surrounding the coal seam is a major contributor to coal bursts. This is because roof strata
can accumulate large amounts of elastic strain energy within the rock and can trigger an
7

effect of “rebound” on the coal pillar (Haramy and McDonnell, 1988) (Mark and Gauna,
2016).
2.4

Coal Burst Forecasting Methods

In the last decades, different researchers have tried to understand the mechanisms of failure
of coal bursts to prevent fatalities in underground mines. However, the complexity and
dynamical nature of this phenomenon, has not allowed the formulation of a comprehensive
and complete model that fully explains the phenomenon. Investigators have been seekingafter a model that can sufficiently predict the occurrence of coal bursts following various
approaches. A few of these approaches are briefly discussed below.
2.4.1

Semi Qualitative and Quantitative Methods

Mark and Gauna (2016) developed a semi qualitative method to conduct a risk assessment
of the coal burst potential based on different factors. They recommend using this method
before an area is developed, using available borehole logs and maps of adjacent operations.
After development and during production, as new data becomes available burst prone zones
should be reevaluated.
Each of the contributing factors can be rated as low, moderate, or high. The ratings of all
the factors should be considered to assess the overall burst potential risk based on specificsite conditions. This method takes into account seven different factors for longwall and
pillar recovery operations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Depth of cover,
Pillar design,
Multiple seam interaction,
Roof condition,
Floor condition,
Other geologic factors,
Pillar recovery method,
Panel width, and
History of bursts

Table 1 and Table 2 show the full matrices to assess the coal burst potential for pillar
recovery and longwall operations, respectively.

8

Table 1. Coal burst risk analysis matrix for pillar recovery (Mark and Gauna, 2016)

Table 2. Coal burst risk analysis matrix for longwall mining operations (Mark and Gauna,
2016)

Vardar et al. (2018) proposed a semi quantitative coal burst risk classification system called
BurstRisk. This method was developed based on the back-analysis of 41 case studies from
Australia, China, and the United States. It considers nine different geological and
geotechnical factors associated with coal burst proneness. These factors are described
below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Depth of cover: it is well known that coal burst frequency and magnitude increase with
the depth of cover, due to high vertical stresses triggered into the rock mass.
Topography: sharp topography contributes to the rapid fluctuation of overburden
stresses.
Thick competent unit in the roof strata: accumulation of large amounts of strain energy
in the roof.
Significant geological structures: faults, joints, and dykes have been closely associated
with rock burst risk.
Past seismic activity: this is a strong indicator of coal burst proneness.
Coal cleating and jointing: this factor can affect the accumulation and dissipation of
energy during loading.
Abutment stresses: contribute to a high-stress environment.
Multi-seam mining: can increase abutment load due to the interaction between mining
zones.
Gas content: this can contribute to the increase of released energy in the form of kinetic
energy during mining.
9

Table 3 and Table 4 show the classification system for longwall mining and development,
respectively. Each factor should be rated based on the site conditions.
Table 3. Burst risk classification system for longwall mining (Vardar et al., 2018)

10

Table 4. Burst risk classification system for development (Vardar et al., 2018)

Once all the factors have been rated, the likelihood (L) and propensity (P) of a coal burst
occurrence can be calculated with Equations 2.1 and 2.2. These results can be interpreted
as a probability of occurrence.

𝐿=

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑅𝑖
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑖

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑅𝑖 𝑊𝑖
𝑃= 𝑛
∑𝑖=1 𝑅max 𝑖 𝑊𝑖

(2.1)

(2.2)

where: R is the rating of each factor, 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum value, and W is the weighting.
It is important to note, that the likelihood considers a uniform weighting, while the
11

propensity does not. The values have been assigned based on the case studies. Figure 6 and
Figure 7 show the back-analysis performed for longwall and development sections,
respectively. High levels of burst potential are represented by a red color, showing a good
correlation between the case studies and the semi-quantitative method.

Figure 6. Burst-Risk longwall risk classification (Vardar et al., 2018)

Figure 7. Burst-Risk development roadway risk classification (Vardar et al., 2018)
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2.4.2

Analytical Methods

In the last decades, different scholars have developed burst potential indices to estimate the
rock burst tendency based on the mechanical properties of the material and in situ
conditions. These indices are discussed below:
•

Strain Energy Storage Index: Kidybinski (1981) proposed this index based on an
analytical and empirical approach. This index assumes that the energy released during
a rock burst is proportional to the elastic strain energy stored in a unit volume of coal.
The rock specimen should be loaded to 70 or 80 percent of the UCS. Then, it should be
unloaded. This index can be calculated as:
𝑊𝐸𝑇 =

𝜙𝑠𝑝
𝜙𝑠𝑡

(2.3)

where: 𝜙𝑠𝑝 is the retained elastic strain energy, and 𝜙𝑠𝑡 is the dissipated strain energy.
Figure 8 shows both areas below the loading and unloading curves.

Figure 8. Stress-strain curve from loading and unloading uniaxial compression test
(Wattimena et al., 2012)
Based on his observations, Kidybinski proposed the following classification:

13

Table 5. Coal burst potential based on the Strain Energy Storage Index (Wattimena et al.,
2012).
Coal is not likely to burst
𝑊𝐸𝑇 < 2

•

2 < 𝑊𝐸𝑇 < 5

Coal is likely to burst

𝑊𝐸𝑇 > 5

Coal will probably burst

Strain Energy Density: is defined as the maximum elastic strain energy per unit volume
that a rock specimen can withstand before it fails under compression. If the specimen
is assumed to behave in a linear-elastic mode before failure, the strain energy density
can be calculated as:
𝑆𝐸𝐷 =

𝜎𝑐2
2𝐸

(2.4)

where: 𝜎𝑐 is the uniaxial compressive strength and E is the Elastic Modulus. This index
should be used when the rock is competent and the dissipated energy in the elastic part of
the curve is almost zero (Wattimena et al., 2012).
•

Burst Potential Index (BPI): Mitri et al. (1999) proposed this index, considering the
Energy Storage Rate (ESR) and the maximum strain energy (Emax). ESR is the
effective strain energy stored in the rock due to the induced stresses at a specific mining
stage. Likewise, Emax is the maximum elastic strain energy the rock can sustain before
failure. Figure 9 shows both concepts in a stress-strain curve. The burst potential index
can be calculated as:

𝐵𝑃𝐼 (%) =

𝐸𝑆𝑅
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥

(2.5)

Figure 9. Maximum strain energy (Emax) and energy storage rate (ESR) (Mitri et al.,
1999)
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•

Burst Energy Index: this index was developed as a ratio between the stored strain
energy before failure and the dissipated strain energy after failure. If the stored strain
energy is larger than the dissipated strain energy, the pillar may be considered burst
prone (Sabapathy et al., 2019).

Figure 10. Burst Energy Index (Sabapathy et al., 2019)
•

Dynamic Failure Time: is defined as the duration from the ultimate strength to complete
damage of the coal specimen during a uniaxial compression condition (Yang et al.,
2018). Figure 11 shows how to estimate the dynamic failure time.

Figure 11. Dynamic failure time (Yang et al., 2018)
The following classification system has been proposed for this index:
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Table 6. Coal burst potential based on dynamic failure time (Yang et al., 2018)
No burst potential
𝐷𝑡 > 500 𝑚𝑠

•

100 ≤ 𝐷𝑡 ≤ 500 𝑚𝑠

Moderate burst potential

100 𝑚𝑠 ≤ 𝐷𝑡

Strong burst potential

Rock Brittleness: this index was defined as the ratio between the uniaxial compression
stress and the tensile stress. It can be calculated as:
𝐵=

𝜎𝑐
𝜎𝑡

(2.6)

The burst potential classification system based on the Rock Brittleness is presented in Table
7.
Table 7. Burst potential based on the rock brittleness (Pu et al., 2019)
No burst potential
𝐵 > 40

•

26.7 < 𝐵 ≤ 40

Weak burst potential

14.5 < 𝐵 ≤ 26.7

Moderate burst potential

𝐵 ≤ 14.5

Strong burst potential

Criterion of Tangential Stress: is defined as the ratio between the tangential stress in
the rock mass surrounding excavations and the UCS of the intact rock.
𝑇𝑠 =

𝜎𝜃
𝜎𝑐

(2.7)

The burst potential classification system for this index is presented in Table 8.
Table 8. Burst potential based on the tangential stress criterion (Pu et al., 2019)
No burst potential
𝑇𝑠 < 0.3

2.4.3

0.3 ≤ 𝑇𝑠 < 0.5

Weak burst potential

0.5 ≤ 𝑇𝑠 < 0.7

Moderate burst potential

𝑇𝑠 ≥ 0.7

Strong burst potential

Numerical Methods

Numerical models provide a powerful tool to analyze the stress distribution and
deformation process at different mining stages. Likewise, continuum and discontinuum
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numerical methods have been used to analyze and solve complex boundary problems and
eliminate assumptions imposed by analytical approaches.
The LaModel program has been widely used to analyze displacements and stress in coal
mines. LaModel is a boundary-element software that includes lamination in the overburden
material, giving the model a realistic flexibility for stratified geologies and multiple-seam
mining. Lately, an energy release rate and mine stiffness modules have been integrated in
order to evaluate coal burst potential (Sears and Heasley, 2009).
Numerous researchers have used the energy associated with mining operations, as the basis
for forecasting rock and coal bursts. Cook et al. (1966) introduced the Energy Release Rate
(ERR) and found a good correlation between this index and bursts in hard-rock mines.
Overtime, different researchers kept using this index to evaluate burst potential for different
types of mines (Heasley and Tulu, 2018).
The Energy Release Rate (ERR) quantifies the gravitation potential energy released by the
rock mass to the environment as mining progresses. This released energy may occur
passively in the form of cracking, friction, and heat or dynamically in the form of burst
ejecting large amounts of broken material. This method assumes that large releases of
energy in short period of time may be an indicative of a coal burst (Heasley and Tulu,
2018).
LaModel uses six different constitutive models (linear elastic, strain-softening, strain
hardening for coal; and linear elastic, strain-hardening and bilinear hardening for gob).
Figure 12 illustrates these material models.

Figure 12. LaModel constitutive models (Heasley and Tulu, 2018).
The software calculates static and dynamic energies for specific mining stages. The static
energies are related to the strain energy that has been stored at a specific stage. The static
energies can be classified into three categories:
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•
•
•

Total Input Energy: is defined as the total strain energy input and is the whole area
under the stress-strain curve.
Stored Elastic Energy: the elastic strain energy retained in an element (recoverable)
Dissipated Strain Energy: energy that was an input to the material but is not stored in
the material anymore. This energy is hypothesized to be dissipated by fracturing, heat,
acoustic emissions and/or bursts.

The software can analyze changes in the energies between mining steps. This is basically
defined as the dynamic or released energy which can also be classified into three categories:
•
•
•

Change in dissipated energy,
Change in stored elastic energy, and
Kinetic energy input or release

The total energy release associated to an element can be calculated as the sum of all the
energies above. In the case of an element that stays on the same material curve, the released
energy is just the change of dissipated energy (Sears and Heasley, 2009).
Zhang et al. (2016) used finite element models in ABAQUS to study the interactions
between coal and rock boundaries and their impact on coal burst occurrence. These
interactions can determine the mode of failure and strain storage of the pillar. A full-scale
room and pillar mining layout with different joint properties was used as shown in Figure
13.

Figure 13. Numerical model (Zhang et al., 2016)
Results showed that joints that allowed movement (non-fixed) had a higher kinetic energy
than the strain energy. This finding was very important since it confirmed how the stored
energy can be released to the environment. Therefore, strata flexibility is a significant
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factor in burst-prone zones. Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the results of the numerical
modeling.
The following ratio can be an indicator of burst prone zones:
𝑚=

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦
𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦

(2.8)

If m>1 then there is a tie or fixed joint between the layers. But if m>1, there is flexibility
in the interface, triggering a higher conversion rate from strain to kinetic energy.

Figure 14. Strain and kinetic energy results for fixed joint properties (Zhang et al., 2016)

Figure 15. Strain and kinetic energy results for Coulomb-slip properties (Zhang et al.,
2016)
Tahmasebinia et al. (2018) conducted a parametric analysis for different width-to-height
pillar ratios. The behavior of single pillars under static and dynamics loadings was modeled
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using the 3DEC software. The elastic strain and dissipated energies were calculated for all
the pillars as shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17

Figure 16. Calculation of elastic and dissipated energies in a stress-strain curve.
(Tahmasebinia et al., 2018)

Figure 17. Pillar modeling in 3DEC (Tahmasebinia et al., 2018)
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Table 9 shows the results of the numerical modeling. As expected, the elastic strain energy
increases with the increase of the width-to-height ratio. Thus, the energy released in postpeak stage is higher, as well. This study confirmed that numerical modeling from an
energy-based approach is a powerful tool to estimate post-peak behavior and coal burst
potential.
Table 9. Results of elastic strain and dissipated energies (Tahmasebinia et al., 2018).

Sabathy et al. (2019) identified the burst potential of a mine by determining the Burst
Energy Index trough numerical modeling. They used FLAC3D, to estimate the Burst
Energy Index for different depths and width-to-height ratios.

Figure 18. Pillar numerical modeling and boundary conditions in FLAC 3D (Sabathy et
al., 2019).
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The results are shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20. The burst energy index was greater than
1 for 750 m, predicting a high burst potential. Conversely, the burst energy index was less
than 1 for 483 and 600 m, forecasting a low burst potential condition (Sabathy et al., 2019).
The results were validated with in situ observations; therefore, it can be concluded that
burst potential can be effectively predicted through a coupled use of numerical modeling
and the burst energy index.

Figure 19. Burst Energy Coefficient (Sabathy et al., 2019)

Figure 20. Stress-strain curves for different pillar width-to-height ratios (Sabathy et al.,
2019).
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY
The present work uses numerical modeling combined with burst potential indices to
identify burst prone pillar geometries at an underground coal mining operation. The
numerical modeling was developed using the two-dimensional finite element software RS2
v11.003. Elastic and elasto-plastic constitutive models were used to examine the
differences between them to assess the burst potential. The following assumptions were
considered while developing the elastic numerical models:
•

No energy dissipation takes place during loading. This represents the “critical” scenario
as all the strain energy stored in the rock mass would be available for release during
failure.
Both the roof and floor were considered as competent strata and were simulated as
sandstone.
An elastic constitutive model was used for coal and sandstone to determine the stressstrain distribution for the pillar system under development and abutment loading
conditions.

•
•

Table 10 shows the procedure to determine the burst potential under an elastic analysis.
Figure 21 shows a flowchart of the elastic analysis.
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Table 10. Burst potential assessment steps under an elastic analysis
Description
Develop a two-dimensional plane strain finite element model in RS2 based on
the geometry provided by the mine
Conduct an elastic analysis using material properties retrieved from the
literature
Load the model under gravitational development loading conditions
Load the model under gravitational development and abutment loading
conditions
Estimate the average vertical strain values at pillar mid-height
Perform a parametric analysis on the elastic modulus to study the effect in the
burst potential
Calculate the burst potential index
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Figure 21. Elastic analysis flowchart
Likewise, a number of assumptions were made for the elasto-plastic analysis:
•
•
•

Energy dissipation was considered by introducing failure criteria for coal.
Both the roof and floor formations were considered as competent strata and were
simulated as sandstone.
Plastic strains were used to estimate the dissipated energy after failure. This gives a
more realistic burst potential assessment.

Mitri et al. (1999) proposed the Burst Potential Index comparing the Energy Storage Rate
to the critical energy under uniaxial loading conditions (Emax). This is particularly accurate
for the points that are immediately next to the ribs of the pillar. However, this is not totally
correct for the points that are in the core of the pillar as the induced minor principal stress
is different from zero. Therefore, the present works proposes a modification of the Burst
Potential Index to account for the specific differences and show a more realistic approach.
Firstly, the Modified Burst Potential Index uses Emax as the critical energy under triaxial
loading conditions. This would be the area under the stress-strain curve up to the point of
the peak stress, which can be calculated using the Hoek-Brown Failure Criterion depending
on the induced minor principal stress. The energy storage rate can still be calculated using
Equation 2.5 for the points within the pillar that are in the elastic zone as shown in Figure
22.
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Likewise, the Burst Potential Index is limited in its applicability to elastoplastic models.
This index was derived from an elastic analysis and therefore, cannot consider the
dissipated energy of the particular points that have failed within the pillar. Then, the
Modified Burst Potential index uses the residual elastic energy instead of the energy storage
rate for the points that have exceeded the strength of the material. The residual elastic
energy can be calculated using the material’s residual strength, and the residual strain after
failure as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 22. Energy Storage Rate and Emax to estimate the Modified Burst Potential Index
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Figure 23. Dissipated and residual elastic energy for the points within the pillar that have
exceeded the material’s strength.
Table 11 shows the process followed in order to estimate the burst potential under an elastoplastic analysis. Figure 24 shows a flowchart of the elasto-plastic analysis.

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Table 11. Burst potential assessment steps under an elasto-plastic analysis
Description
Develop a two-dimensional plane strain finite element model in RS2 based on
the geometry provided by the mine
Conduct an elasto-plastic analysis using failure criteria properties retrieved
from the literature
Load the model under gravitational development loading conditions
Load the model under gravitational development and abutment loading
conditions
Estimate the average vertical and residual strain values at pillar mid-height
Perform a parametric analysis on the elastic modulus and uniaxial
compressive strength to study the effect in the burst potential
Calculate the modified burst potential index

Finally, both analyses were compared to identify the differences between the constitutive
models. Additionally, the burst potential was determined and associated with insitu
observations.
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Figure 24. Elasto-plastic analysis flowchart
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CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL MODELING AND RESULTS
4.1

Case Study Description

This work is based on a documented coal burst event that occurred in a deep longwall coal
mining operation in the eastern US. The gate road system consisted of four entries and
three pillars in a stable-stable-yield configuration from left to right. The roof and floor were
considered massive and competent strata. Table 12 shows the gate road system dimensions,
while Figure 25 shows the longwall panels and the gate road system layout. The left panel
has been mined (gob) and the right coal panel is solid.
Depth

Table 12. Gate road system dimensions
579.1 m (1900 ft)

Entry and crosscut width

6.09 m (20 ft)

Left pillar width (rib-to-rib)

24.4 m (80 ft)

Center pillar width (rib-to-rib)

24.4 m (80 ft)

Yield pillar width (rib-to-rib)

9.14 m (30 ft)

Pillar height

1.83 m (6 ft)

Width of longwall panels

183 m (600 ft)

Figure 25. Gate road system and panels dimensions.
A coal burst occurred in the center pillar, after the left panel was fully extracted and while
the right panel was being mined. However, the coal burst occurred before the right panel
face reached the particular pillar. Hence, the pillars were loaded by the development load,
the left abutment load and probably a part of the right panel front abutment load.
Iannachione (1990) described a similar coal burst event for a yield-abutment-yield gate
road in the Southern Appalachian Basin of the United States. The present analysis does not
consider the front abutment loading condition as the two-dimensional nature of the model
does not allow it.
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4.2

Numerical Model Development

The numerical model was developed using the 2D finite element program RS2 v11.03.
RS2 has been broadly used for a wide range of soil and rock engineering projects including
slope stability, underground excavations, groundwater seepage and consolidation. This
software allows the user to solve complex finite element problems quickly and easily.
Multi-stage models can be developed to analyze the change of important variables
throughout different geometry or loading conditions (Rocscience Inc, 2021).
The lithologies immediately above and below the coal seam are considered massive and
competent strata. Therefore, they were simulated as sandstone. The model considered
symmetry through lateral boundary conditions. Thus, only the longwall panel half widths
were modeled on the left and right side of the gate road system as shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26. Gate road system cross-section. Panel half widths are modeled on the left and
right side.
The numerical model included the entire overburden layer (579 m of sandstone)
considering the loading condition as gravitational. The horizontal stress was assumed as
one-third of the vertical stress. Additionally, the lateral boundaries were restrained in the
X-direction (rollers), and the bottom boundary was restrained in the X and Y direction
(pins) as shown in Figure 27.
Based on the previous geometry, two models were developed. One considers the
development loads (prior to the left panel being mined) and the other includes abutment
loads due to full extraction of the left panel. Elastic and elasto-plastic constitutive models
for coal were used to assess the pillar burst potential and relate the results with field
observations.
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Figure 27. Two-dimensional numerical model in RS2.
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4.3

Elastic Analysis

The numerical model considered the following assumptions under an elastic analysis:
•

•
•

No dissipation of strain energy was assumed to occur during the loading process. This
was considered the critical (worst case) scenario, as all the stored strain energy can be
released at once during failure.
The roof and floor formations were modeled as sandstone (competent and massive
strata).
Only the elastic properties were used for coal and sandstone to estimate the stress-strain
distribution in the gate road system. Failure models were not introduced in this analysis.

The materials properties used in this analysis were retrieved from the literature based on
the work done by Esterhuizen et al. (2010) and Tulu et al. (2017). For this specific stage of
this analysis just the elastic parameters were used from both sources and are summarized
in Table 13 and Table 14, respectively.
Table 13. Elastic coal properties (Esterhuizen et al., 2010)
Parameter
Value
Unit weight
0.0196 MN/m3 (124.7 pcf)
Young's Modulus
3 GPa (435,000 psi)
Poisson's ratio
0.25
Table 14. Elastic sandstone properties (Tulu et al., 2017)
Parameter
Value
Unit weight
0.024 MN/m3 (152.8 pcf)
Young's Modulus
20.46 GPa (2.96 million psi)
Poisson's ratio
0.1
4.3.1

Stress Analysis

The pillar strength was calculated using the Mark-Bieniawski Equation. The center pillar
strength is approximately 35.4 MPa (5136 psi), while the yield pillar strength was
calculated at 18.9 MPa (2736 psi).
Figure 28 shows the results obtained with RS2 of the vertical stress distribution for the
yield pillar under development loading conditions. Figure 29 and Figure 30 show the
vertical stress distribution across the width of the yield and center pillar, respectively. As
expected, the vertical stress is lower in the pillar core and starts increasing towards the ribs.
Note that the stress distribution is not perfectly symmetrical under abutment loads due to
the effect of the gob of the left panel. Table 15 shows a summary of the average loading
conditions for the yield and center pillars.
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Vertical Stress [MPa]

Figure 28. Vertical stress distribution results along the yield pillar for the development
load
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Figure 29. Vertical stress distribution along the yield pillar for two loading conditions
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Figure 30. Vertical stress distribution along the center pillar for two loading conditions
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Table 15. Average loading conditions for the yield and center pillars
Average Development
21.4 MPa (3103.8 psi)
Load
Yield Pillar
Average Development and
30.7 MPa (4452.7 psi)
Abutment Load

Center Pillar

4.3.2

Average Development
Load

18.1 MPa (2625.2 psi)

Average Development and
Abutment Load

28.3 MPa (4104.6 psi)

Strain Analysis

Likewise, the strain distribution was analyzed for both pillars under different loading
conditions. Similarly, the values are maximized next to the entries and start decreasing
towards the center of the pillar. Figure 31 shows the results of the vertical strain distribution
along the yield pillar under development loading conditions. Figure 32 and Figure 33 show
the vertical strain distribution at pillar mid-height for the yield and center pillar,
respectively.

Figure 31. Vertical strain distribution along the yield pillar under development
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Figure 32. Vertical strain distribution along the yield pillar for different loading
conditions
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Figure 33.Vertical strain distribution along the center pillar for different loading
conditions
A parametric analysis on the elastic modulus was performed to estimate the effect of strain
on the energy storage rate and burst potential index. The average vertical strain was
calculated under development and abutment loading conditions at pillars’ mid-height. Note
that the greater the elastic modulus, the lower strain was experienced by the pillars. Table
16 shows a summary of the results that were used as an input in assessing the burst
potential.
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Table 16. Average strain results for both loading conditions.
Strain due to
Strain due to
Development and
Pillar
Pillar Elastic
Development Load Abutment Loads
Modulus (GPa)
(x10-3)
(x 10-3)

Yield Pillar

Center Pillar

4.3.3
•

2

8.89

12.87

3

6.13

8.78

4

4.69

6.70

2

7.58

11.83

3

5.14

7.99

4

3.92

6.05

Results

Strain Energy Density

This index can estimate the burst potential based on the mechanical properties of coal using
Equation 2.4. However, this index does not consider the pillar dimensions. The UCS (lab
scale) used for this analysis was 20 MPa based on the work done by Esterhuizen et al.
(2010). The results for the strain energy density and burst potential are presented in Table
17 and Table 18.
Table 17. Strain energy density
Pillar Elastic Modulus (GPa)
Strain Energy Density (kJ/m3)
2

100.0

3

66.7

4

50.0

Table 18. Burst potential based on the strain energy density
Burst potential based on
Pillar Elastic Modulus (GPa)
Wang and Park, (2001)
2
Low
3

Low

4

Very low
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•

Energy Storage Rate

Based on the average vertical strain results from Table 16, the energy storage rate can be
calculated as proposed by Mitri et al. (1999). This index shows how much strain energy
the rock mass has stored for both loading conditions. Note that this calculation does not
consider the dissipated energy during loading. The results are shown in Table 19.
Table 19. Energy storage rate (ESR) for an elastic analysis
Pillar
Pillar Elastic
ESR for
ESR for
Modulus
Development Load Development and
Abutment Load
(GPa)
(kJ/m3)
(kJ/m3)

Yield Pillar

Center Pillar

•

2

80.0

167.7

3

57.7

118.4

4

45.5

93.1

2

59.2

144.8

3

41.8

101.4

4

33.0

79.2

Burst Potential Index

The burst potential index can be calculated using the energy storage rate results (Table 19)
and the strain energy density (Table 17). Equation 2.5 was used for this purpose. This index
estimates a percentage of the maximum energy that the rock can sustain before it fails. It
is hypothesized that this energy may be released at once during violent failure. The results
are presented in Table 20.
Table 20. Burst potential index results for an elastic analysis
Pillar
Pillar Elastic
BPI for
ESR for
Modulus (GPa) Development Load
Development and
(%)
Abutment Load (%)

Yield Pillar

Center Pillar

2

80

168

3

86

178

4

91

186

2

59

145

3

63

152

4

66

158
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4.4

Elasto Plastic Analysis

The elasto plastic numerical model considered the following assumptions:
•
•
•

•

The dissipated energy has been considered only for the points that have failed within
the pillar.
The roof and floor formations were modeled as sandstone (competent and massive
strata).
A Hoek-Brown failure criterion was introduced for coal. However, the roof and floor
formations were considered elastic as they were much stronger than the coal, and coal
would fail before the roof and floor failed.
The Modified Burst Potential Index was calculated as described in the methodology to
account for the differences with the elastic analysis.

The materials properties used in this analysis were retrieved from the literature based on
the work done by Esterhuizen et al. (2010) and Tulu et al. (2017). The set of parameters
was found to be adequate for modeling coal pillars based on the requirements of matching
the Bieniawski strength equation. The UCS was varied between 20 and 30 MPa to examine
the sensitivity on the burst potential assessment.
Table 21. Elasto Plastic Coal properties (Esterhuizen et al., 2010)
Parameter
Value
Unit weight
0.0196 MN/m3 (124.7 pcf)
Young's Modulus
3 GPa (435,000 psi)
Poisson's ratio
0.25
UCS (Lab Scale)
20 MPa (2,901 psi)
m-value
1.47
s-value
0.07
m-residual
1
s-residual
0.001
Table 22. Elastic sandstone properties (Tulu et al., 2017)
Parameter
Value
Unit weight
0.024 MN/m3 (152.8 pcf)
Young's Modulus
20.46 GPa (2.96 million psi)
Poisson's ratio
0.1

4.4.1

Stress Analysis

Figure 34 shows the results obtained with the numerical model for the vertical stress
distribution along the yield pillar under abutment loading conditions. The blue color
represents the points that have failed within the pillar. On the other hand, the green color
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represents the points within the pillar that have not failed. Figure 35 and Figure 36 show
the vertical stress distribution across the width of the yield and center pillar, respectively.
For this case, the vertical stress is lower at the ribs due to the relaxation of stresses after
failure. However, the vertical stress starts increasing towards the center of the pillar. Table
23 shows a summary of the average loading conditions for the yield and center pillars under
an elasto plastic analysis.

Figure 34. Vertical stress distribution results along the yield pillar for the abutment load
under an elasto plastic analysis
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Figure 35. Vertical stress distribution along the yield pillar for two loading conditions
under an elasto plastic analysis
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Figure 36. Vertical stress distribution along the center pillar for two loading conditions
under an elasto plastic analysis
Table 23. Average loading conditions for the yield and center pillar under an elasto
plastic analysis
Average Development
18.9 MPa (2741.2 psi)
Load
Yield Pillar
Average Development and
25.5 MPa (3698.5 psi)
Abutment Load

Center Pillar

4.4.2

Average Development
Load

16.2 MPa (2349.6 psi)

Average Development and
Abutment Load

26.1 MPa (3785.5 psi)

Strain Analysis

The vertical strain distribution was also analyzed for both pillars under development and
abutment loading conditions. The values are maximum at the pillar ribs and start decreasing
towards the center of the pillars. Figure 37 shows the results obtained for the yield pillar
under development conditions. Figure 38 and Figure 39 shows the vertical strain trend
along the horizontal axis of the yield and center pillar. Note that the vertical strain
distribution is not perfectly symmetrical due to the excavation of the left panel.
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Figure 37. Vertical strain distribution along the yield pillar for the development load
under an elasto plastic analysis
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Figure 38. Vertical strain distribution along the yield pillar for two loading conditions
under an elasto plastic analysis
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Figure 39. Vertical strain distribution along the center pillar for two loading conditions
under an elasto plastic analysis
Additionally, a parametric analysis was conducted varying the Uniaxial Compressive
Strength (UCS) and the Elastic Modulus for coal. This was done with the objective of
examining the effect of these parameters when assessing the burst potential. The following
table presents the average vertical strain results for different combination of parameters.

Table 24. Average vertical strain results (x10-3) for the yield pillar for both loading
conditions
Development Load
Development and Abutment
Load
UCS (MPa)
Elastic
Modulus
(GPa)

UCS (MPa)

20

25

30

20

25

30

2

11.5

10.7

10.4

23.9

20.3

17.3

3

8.5

7.7

7.4

19.3

15.2

12.7

4

7.1

6.1

5.9

16.1

12.3

10.2
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Table 25. Average vertical strain results (x10-3) for the center pillar for both loading
conditions
Development Load
Development and Abutment
Load
UCS (MPa)
Elastic
Modulus
(GPa)

4.4.3
•

UCS (MPa)

20

25

30

20

25

30

2

10.7

10.3

9.7

21.7

18.8

16.9

3

7.8

7.3

6.7

16.3

13.5

11.7

4

6.3

5.6

5.5

13.1

11.5

10.2

Results

Strain Energy Density

This index was calculated based on the UCS and the Elastic Modulus of coal. The UCS
was varied between 20 and 30 MPa, while the Elastic Modulus was varied from 2 to 4 GPa.
The results are presented in Table 26, and the burst potential assessment is presented in
Table 27.
Table 26. Strain Energy Density (kJ/m3)
UCS (MPa)
Elastic Modulus
(GPa)

20

25

30

2

100

156.2

225

3

66.7

104.2

150

4

50

78.1

112.5
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Table 27. Burst potential based on the work done by Wang and Park, (2001)
UCS (MPa)

•

Elastic Modulus
(GPa)

20

25

30

2

Low

High

Very High

3

Low

Moderate

Moderate

4

Very Low

Low

Moderate

Energy Storage Rate

The energy storage rate can be calculated as proposed by Mitri et al., (1999) based on the
average vertical strain results from Table 24 and Table 25. This index will basically show
how much strain energy the rock mass has stored in the core for both loading conditions
even if some points within the pillar have locally exceeded pillar strength. Note that this
calculation does consider the dissipated energy after failure. The results are shown in Table
28 and Table 29 for both pillars.
Table 28. Average energy storage rate (kJ/m3) for the yield pillar under an elasto plastic
analysis
Development Load
Development and Abutment
Load
UCS (MPa)
Elastic
Modulus
(GPa)

UCS (MPa)

20

25

30

20

25

30

2

72.7

72.3

73.9

154.9

158.6

158.2

3

51.7

52.3

51.1

111.2

112.2

117.1

4

42.4

40.9

40.1

86.9

89.5

91.1
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Table 29. Average energy storage rate (kJ/m3) for the center pillar under an elasto plastic
analysis
Development Load
Development and Abutment
Load
UCS (MPa)
Elastic
Modulus
(GPa)

•

UCS (MPa)

20

25

30

20

25

30

2

57.1

56.5

56.5

167.4

160.3

150.9

3

37.9

38.3

38.1

112.9

106.8

101.8

4

28.7

29.1

29.4

85.9

80

77.1

Modified Burst Potential Index (MBPI)

The modified burst potential index can be calculated using the energy storage rate results
(Table 28 and Table 29) and the strain energy density for triaxial conditions. This index
estimates a percentage of the maximum energy that the rock can sustain before it fails under
triaxial conditions. This modified index considers the residual elastic energy for the points
that have failed within the pillar. It is hypothesized that the stored strain energy may be
released at once during violent failure. The results are presented in Table 30 and Table 31.
Table 30. Modified Burst Potential Index for the yield pillar under an elasto plastic
analysis
Development Load
Development and Abutment
Load
UCS (MPa)
Elastic
Modulus
(GPa)

UCS (MPa)

20

25

30

20

25

30

2

57%

52%

46%

53%

53%

52%

3

55%

52%

44%

52%

56%

57%

4

55%

51%

44%

52%

56%

56%
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Table 31. Modified Burst Potential Index for the center pillar under an elasto plastic
analysis
Development Load
Development and Abutment
Load
UCS (MPa)
Elastic
Modulus
(GPa)

UCS (MPa)

20

25

30

20

25

30

2

51%

43%

38%

59%

60%

55%

3

49%

42%

37%

58%

58%

53%

4

47%

41%

36%

59%

57%

51%
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION
Figure 40 shows the Burst Potential Index for the center and yield pillar, for development
and abutment loading conditions under an elastic analysis. As a general trend, the BPI
increases when the elastic modulus increases. This can be explained due to the reduction
in the strain energy density of the rock when the elastic modulus is higher. For the
development load, the burst potential index varies from 80% to 91% for the yield pillar,
and from 59% to 66% for the center pillar. For total loads, the BPI is above 100% for both
pillars, and is approximately 26% higher for the yield pillar. However, as the yield pillar is
design to “yield”, the elastic energy will be dissipated and will be no longer stored within
the pillar. Therefore, the BPI is not an appropriate index to assess the burst potential of a
yield pillar as it cannot consider the dissipated energy after failure.
The Burst Potential Index for the center pillar is above 100% for the combined load, i.e.,
development and abutment load. The BPI can be even higher if front abutment loads are
considered due to the extraction of the second panel. Therefore, based on the elastic
analysis the BPI coincides with the failure and burst of the center pillar. However, it does
not explain why other center pillars did not fail along the same tailgate. Thus, it is not
unreasonable to assume that there are other factors playing a significant role in coal bursts.
Also, it should be noted that although other pillars did not fail along the same tailgate,
failure did occur in one other tailgate in the same district, where pillars had a similar layout.

200%

BPI (%)

150%

100%
50%
0%
2

2.2

2.4

2.6

2.8

3

3.2

3.4

3.6

3.8

4

Pillar Elastic Modulus (GPa)
Development Load-Yield Pillar

Development and abutment load-Yield Pillar

Development Load-Center Pillar

Development and abutment load-Center Pillar

Figure 40. Burst Potential Index for the center and yield pillar under an elastic analysis
Additionally, there are different mining and geological factors that were not considered in
this analysis. The rate of panel advance, presence of partings, discontinuities, internal
pressure of the coal seam, etc., may affect the ability of the pillar to sustain or dissipate
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elastic strain energy under different loading scenarios. This cannot be addressed by an
elastic analysis and needs a higher order numerical model.
Figure 41 shows the average Modified Burst Potential Index for the center pillar for both
loading conditions under an elastoplastic analysis. The average modified BPI for
development is 42%, while for the combined load is 58%. This index is considering the
dissipated energy for all the points that have failed within the pillar.
Likewise, the Modified Burst Potential Index for the yield pillar for development and
combined loads was 52% and 56%, respectively. These results show that the yield pillar is
significantly stressed under development conditions in comparison to the center pillar.
However, as the longwall face reaches the pillars, the yield pillar fails and dissipates
energy, ending up with a modified BPI of 56%. Conversely, the center pillar does not fail
but accumulates more elastic strain energy, pushing the modified BPI from 42% to 58%.

Modified Burst Potential Index
(%)

Moreover, the burst potential based on the Strain Energy Density and the work done by
Wang and Park, (2001) can vary from low to high. This index estimates the burst potential
based solely on the geomechanical properties and is highly sensitive to the UCS and elastic
modulus values. However, Mark and Gauna, (2016) stated that coal composition is not the
controlling factor. Most coals can fail violently if they are highly stressed, and confinement
is released rapidly.
65%
60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
2

2.2

2.4

2.6

2.8

3

3.2

3.4

3.6

3.8

4

Pillar Elastic Modulus (GPa)
Development Load

Development and Abutment Load

Figure 41. Modified Burst Potential Index for the center pillar under an elastoplastic
analysis
Finally, the elastic analysis provided a first order approximation for the estimation of the
burst potential of both pillars. However, it significantly overestimated the burst potential
as it cannot consider the dissipated energy after failure. Conversely, the elastoplastic
analysis considered the dissipated energy and the residual elastic energy after failure. This
analysis provided a more realistic approach with results that can be associated with insitu
observations. However, this methodology does not consider several variables that are
crucial to estimate the burst potential correctly, such as time, discontinuities, gas pressure,
and dynamic loads due to the failure of the roof or floor.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1

Conclusions

Coal bursts have been considered a significant hazard in underground mining due to its
complex and dynamic nature. In the last decades, several researchers have proposed
different approaches to predict and understand the rock mechanics behind this
phenomenon. However, coal bursts are still not very well understood and forecasting them
has been a difficult task.
The present work presented a first order approximation using elastic and elastoplastic
numerical models coupled with rock burst indices to assess the burst potential in a longwall
gate road system. Results showed that if strain is allowed to build up in a specific pillar,
the burst potential index increases. The burst potential index should not be interpreted as a
probability of occurrence as it was developed just as a ratio between the energy storage
rate and the maximum strain energy that the rock can sustain before failure.
The results obtained with the elastic analysis showed that the burst potential index was
above 100% for the center pillar under development and abutment loads for all the
considered elastic modulus values. This may partially coincide with the incident; however,
it does not fully explain why other pillars did not fail along the same tailgate under similar
conditions. It is clear that there are several factors that may also affect the burst potential
such as discontinuities, rate of panel advance, and dynamic loads triggered by the failure
of the roof or floor formations.
The results obtained with the first analysis (elastic constitutive models) may also be
overestimated due to the following causes. First, the dissipated energy could not be
considered as failure criteria was not introduced in the model. The dissipated energy plays
a big role in how the rock mass releases the stored strain energy to the environment before
or after failure. Likewise, the two-dimensional numerical model considers a plain-strain
condition which limits the burst potential assessment.
Additionally, an elastoplastic analysis was conducted to include crucial factors in the burst
potential investigation such as dissipated energy, and the residual elastic energy. The effect
of the induced minor principal stress and its effect on the material strength was also
considered proposing a modification of the Burst Potential Index. Results showed that the
Modified Burst Potential Index was between 55% and 60% for development and abutment
loads for all the considered elastic modulus and UCS values. These values demonstrate a
“moderate” burst potential which also coincides with the average results obtained with the
Strain Energy Density. However, the Strain Energy Density was significantly more
sensitive to the variation of the UCS and Elastic Modulus in comparison to the Burst
Potential Index.
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6.2

Recommendations

The current work presented a combination of analytical methods (rock burst indices) with
numerical modeling to evaluate the burst potential of a longwall gate road system.
Suggestions for future work may include:
•
•

•
•
•

Develop a three-dimensional numerical model to consider front abutment loads and
eliminate the implicit plain-strain condition in the two-dimensional numerical model.
Create a multi-stage numerical model simulating the advance of the longwall panel
recording the behavior of the energy storage rate and burst potential index for each
stage.
Include discontinuities to analyze the effect of the dissipated energy in the burst
potential assessment.
Introduce failure criteria for the roof and floor formations to expand the possibility
from a “pressure burst” to “shock burst”.
Analyze the Energy Release Rate (ERR) and contrast it with the Burst Potential Index
approach.
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